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Accompanying the first recommendation of the Executive Office
of Communities and Development (House, No. 24). Commerce and
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty-Nine

An Act

charging

the name of the

community

economic

develop-

ment ASSISTANCE CORPORATION AND BROADENING ITS POWERS TO
INCLUDE HOUSING.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1
SECTION 1. Chapter 40H of the General Laws, as added by
2 Chapter 498 of the acts of 1978, is hereby amended by adding the
3 following new paragraphs:
It is further found and declared that there exists in cities and
4
5 towns throughout the commonwealth an acute shortage of decent,

6 safe and sanitary housing that persons and families of low or
7 moderate income and others can afford; that a large and
8 significant number of the commonwealth’s residents will be
9 subject to hardships in finding decent, safe and sanitary housing
10 unless new facilities are constructed and existing housing, when
11 appropriate, is rehabilitated or preserved; that this shortage of
12 housing will be seriously exacerbated if existing housing which
13 has been made available for low and moderate income persons
14 and families pursuant to federal or state programs is no longer
15 available; that the development and preservation of housing that
16 low and moderate income persons and families and others can
17 afford is in the public interest of the commonwealth to promote
18 the prosperity and general welfare of its citizens.
It is further found and declared that the authority and powers
19
20 conferred under this chapter and the expenditure of public monies
21 pursuant thereto constitutes a serving of a valid public purpose
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22 and the enactment of the previsions hereafter set forth is in the
23 public interest and is hereby so declared to be such as a matter
24 of determination by the general court.
1
SECTION 2. Section 2of said chapter 40H of the General Laws
2 is hereby amended by striking out the definitions appearing
3 therein, and inserting in place thereof the following:
4
“Affordable housing”, means residential housing, located
5 within or without a target area, constituting either (a) a rental
6 housing project in which at least twenty-five percent of the units
7 shall be rented to persons or families whose annual income, at

8 the time of initial occupancy, is equal to or less than the maximum
9 amount which would make them eligible for housing assistance
10 pursuant to chapter one hundred and twenty-one B, as determined
11 by the department of community affairs; (b) a housing project in
12 which at least twenty-five percent of the units shall be sold to
13 persons or families whose annual income at the time of initial
14 occupancy, is equal to or less than 100% of the median income
15 of the area where the project is located; or (c) any combination
16 thereof.

17

“Agency” or “CHDA” or “corporation”, the Community

18 Housing Development Agency.
19
“Board” or “Directors”, the members of CHDA.

“CDC”, a community development corporation, as defined in
20
section
one of chapter forty F.
21
“Eligible organization”, a CDC or any other non-profit
22
23 organization which the board determines to be engaged in
24 activities intended to contribute to the development and economic
25 well being of a target area, and to increase or retain primary
26 employment and capital in a target area, or to promote the
27 development or preservation of affordable housing. In addition,
28 any public body or agency or instrumentality thereof, or any
29 limited equity cooperative formed under chapter one hundred and
30 fifty-seven B, shall be considered eligible organizations.
“Financial assistance”, grants, loans, guarantees, credit
31
32 enhancements, interest write downs, equity financing, or project
33 subsidies to support the development or preservation of
34 affordable

housing.
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“Primary employment”, work which pays at least one and one
half times the minimum wage as defined by chapter one hundred
fifty one or as established by federal law, whichever is higher,
offers adequate fringe benefits including health insurance, and is
not seasonal or part-time.
“Target area”, a target area as defined in section one of
chapter forty F, or such other areas as the CHDA determines
appropriate.
“Technical assistance”, architectural or engineering fees,
professional and other assistance to assist eligible organizations
to plan, organize, and implement economic activities which may
reasonably be expected to contribute to the redevelopment and
economic well being of a target area and to increase or retain
primary employment and capital in the target area, or to promote
the development or preservation of affordable housing
throughout the commonwealth. Such assistance shall include, but
is not limited to, assistance with respect to organizational
development, economic development planning, financial planning
or packaging, the development of grant or other applications,
market research, business plan development or review,
management training, and such accounting and legal services as
may be necessary to enhance or render effective any of the
foregoing. Such assistance may be provided by the corporation
directly by staff or other agents of the CHDA or through contract
with a third party.
SECTION 3. Section 3 of said chapter 40H of the General Laws
is hereby amended by striking out the words “Community
Economic Development Assistance Corporation”, where
appearing therein, and inserting in place thereof the words
“Community Housing Development Agency”, and by striking out
the phrase “CEDAC”, where appearing therein, and inserting in
place thereof the phrase “CHDA”.
SECTION 4, Said Section 3of chapter 40H of the General Laws
is hereby further amended by striking out the words “executive
office of manpower affairs”, where appearing therein, and
inserting in place thereof the words “executive office of
communities and development”.
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1
SECTIONS. Said Section 3of chapter 40H of the General Laws
2 is hereby further amended by striking out subparagraphs (b) and
3 (c), as appearing therein, and inserting in place thereof the
4 following:
5
(b) The “CHDA” shall consist of the secretary of communities

6 and development or his designated representative and the
7 secretary of administration and finance or his designated
8 representative, ex officiis, and seven persons to be appointed by
9 the governor of whom one shall be experienced in banking, one
10 shall be a representative from a tenants organization, one shall
11 be a member of the Massachusetts Housing Partnership Board,
12 two shall be experienced in residential development, and one shall
13 be experienced in community economic development and finance.
14 Each appointive member shall be appointed for a term of seven
15 years, except that in making his initial appointments, the governor
16 shall appoint members to serve for terms of one, two, three, four,
17 five, six, and seven years, respectively, as he may designate. Each
18 appointive member shall serve until his successor is appointed and
19 duly qualified. Any person appointed to fill a vacancy shall serve
20 only for the unexpired term. Any member shall be eligible for
21 reappointment. The Governor shall designate one of the members
22 as chairman of the CHDA who shall serve as such chairman
23 during his term of office as a member.
24
(c) Five members of the CHDA shall constitute a quorum and
25 the affirmative vote of five members shall be necessary for any
26 action taken by the CHDA board, except for action taken by the
27 executive committee. The members of the board shall serve
28 without compensation, but each member shall be entitled to
29 reimbursement for his actual and necessary expenses incurred in
30 the performance of his official duties. No vacancy in the
31 membership of the board shall impair the rights of a quorum to
32 exercise all rights and perform all the duties of the members of
CHDA

34
The members may elect from its number an executive-35 committee of not fewer than three members and the members may
36 delegate to such committee some or all of their powers, except
37 those which by section fifty-five of chapter one hundred fifty-38 six B or by any other provision of law they are prohibited from
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39 delegating. The members of the executive committee shall
40 determine the manner of conducting the business of the executive
41 committee; provided that not fewer than three members of the
42 executive committee shall constitute a quorum for the conduct
43 of business; and further provided that the affirmative vote of a
44 majority, but in any case no fewer than three, of the members of
45 the executive committee shall be required to take action on behalf
46 of the committee.
1
SECTION 6. Said Section 3 of chapter 40H is hereby further
2 amended by striking out the first sentence of subparagraph (e) and
3 inserting in place thereof the following: “CHDA shall hire an
4 executive director and establish his salary.”
1

SECTION 7. Section 4 of said chapter 40H is hereby amended

2 by striking out the phrase “CEDAC”, where appearing therein,
3 and inserting in place thereof the phrase “CHDA”.
SECTION 8. Said section 4 of said chapter 40H is hereby
1
2 further amended by striking out clauses (e), (f), (g), and (j), and
3 inserting in place thereof the following;
(e) to acquire, own, hold, manage, develop, mortgage or
4
5 otherwise encumber, sell, lease, transfer, or otherwise dispose of
6 real or personal property of any nature or any interest therein;
(f) to enter into agreements or other transactions with any
7
8 federal, state or municipal agency, or private entities;
9
(g) to provide technical or financial assistance, either to

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19

20

particular eligible organizations or in the form of assistance
generally, such as the publishing of materials or holding of
conferences or acting as an agent or conduit for receiving,
disbursing, or managing funds, property, or other aid from any
public or private entities, or the like, intended to contribute to
the public purposes of this chapter generally;
(j) to apply for and to accept grants, loans, loan repayments,
property, advances and contributions from any source or
program, public or private, including money, real or personal
property, labor or other things of value, to be held, used and
applied for the purpose of this chapter;
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SECTION 9. Said section 4of chapter 40H of the General Laws
2 is hereby further amended by adding the following new clauses:
(n) to establish, and revise from time to time, and charge and
3
4 collect fees for the technical and financial assistance provided
5 under this chapter;
6
(o) to provide financial assistance to support the development
or preservation of affordable housing;
8
(p) to invest any funds held in reserves or sinking funds, or any
9 funds not required for immediate disbursement, in such
10 investments as may be lawful for fiduciaries in the commonwealth
I I and
12
(q) to borrow money and evidence its indebedness by bonds or
13 notes and to secure its indebtedness by pledge, mortgage, lien, or
14 security interest in its real or personal property, revenues and

15 other

assets

and property.

1
SECTION 10. Said chapter 40H is hereby amended by striking
out
Section 5, and inserting in place thereof the following:
2
3
Section 5. CHDA may provide financial and technical
4 assistance to particular eligible organizations, or projects intended
5 to contribute to the public purposes of this chapter generally,

6 provided that preference shall be given to projects in which non-7 profit corporations have, or will have, an ownership interest, and
8 provided, further, that before providing financial or technical
9 assistance to a particular eligible organization or to a particular
10 project the CHDA shall find and incorporate in its minutes that
11 (I) either the eligible organization is devoting a substantial part
12 of its efforts to activities intended to contribute to the
13 redevelopment and economic well being of target areas, and to
14 increase or retain primary employment and capital in target areas;
15 or the project is intended to provide affordable housing; and (2)
16 the financial or technical assistance shall be used solely for a
17 project which meets the following standards:
18
(i) either the project is within a target area and may reasonably
19 be expected to contribute to the redevelopment and economic well
20 being of the target area within which it is located and to increase
21 or maintain threatened primary employment and capital within
22 such target areas, or the project may reasonably be expected to
23 provide affordable housing;
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(ii) either the benefits of the project, including the addition or
retention of primary employment and of capital in the project’s
target area, shall primarily accrue to the residents of such target
area, or the benefits of the housing shall substantially accrue to
persons who meet the income criteria set forth in the definition
of affordable housing in section two of this chapter, and any
benefit to tenants or owners who do not meet the income criteria
derived from assistance provided pursuant to the chapter will be
at most incidental to, and no greater than is necessary for
achieving, safe and sanitary housing for those persons and families
who do meet said income criteria.
(iii) there is a reasonable expectation that the project will be
successful, and that the eligible organization and project
participants are responsible parties;
(iv) if the project is an economic development project, the
private sector has not provided sufficient primary employment
opportunities in the project’s target area;
(v) alternative sources, including other agencies and
subdivisions of the commonwealth and of the federal government,
for financial or technical assistance have been sought and are
either insufficient or unavailable to meet the needs of the project;
(vi) the financial or technical assistance to be provided is
essential to the success of the project; and
(vii) if the project is in a target area provision has been made
for the active participation of residents of the target area in the
project.
Such findings by CHDA shall be conclusive
The CHDA shall ensure that adequate provisions have been
made for reporting by the eligible organization or the project
concerning the manner in which the financial or technical
assistance is used and the extent to which it achieves its intended

55 results.

56
57
58
59
60
61

In providing financial or technical assistance to eligible
organizations or projects, CHDA shall give preference to eligible
organizations or projects which provide potential benefits in
addition to those listed herein. The making of the findings
required under this section, and the designation of eligible
organizations or projects to receive financial or technical
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62 assistance pursuant thereto may be delegated to an executive
63 committee elected by the members under section three of this
64 chapter.

1 SECTION 1 I. Said chapter 40H is hereby amended by adding
2 the following new section;
3
Section SA. Without limiting the general powers of CHDA
4 granted in section four of this chapter the CHDA is hereby
5 authorized to acquire, own, hold and manage any real property,
6 including rental housing which is or has been subject to use
7 restrictions pursuant to any federal or state housing program. The
8 CHDA may undertake such construction, reconstruction, repair,
9 maintenance, rehabilitation, alteration, or improvement of such
10 property for the purpose of developing or preserving affordable
11 housing. The CHDA may enter into contracts with any public or
12 private entity to assist in carrying out this section.
13
The CHDA may lease, sell, or otherwise dispose of any real
14 property acquired by it; provided that any such lease, sale, or
15 disposition shall be for the purpose of providing affordable
16 housing. Prior to or in connection with any such lease, sale, or
17 disposition the CHDA shall enter into a disposition agreement
18 with the lessee or purchaser. Said disposition agreement shall be
19 contained in an instrument in recordable form, which shall require
20 that at least twenty-five percent of the units, or such greater
21 percentage as the CHDA shall determine, in any property shall
22 be used either solely for rental housing for persons or families
23 whose annual income, at the time of initial occupancy, is equal
24 to or less than the maximum amount which would make

25
-26
27
28
29
30
31
32

them eligible for housing assistance pursuant to chapter onehundred and twenty-one B, as determined by the department of
community affairs, consistent with the provisions of this chapter,
for a term of forty years, or such longer period as the CHDA may
require, or shall be sold to persons and families whose annual
income at the time of initial occupancy, is equal to or less than
one hundred percent of median income, where the project is
located and remains so affordable for such term as CHDA shall
determine

No disposition agreement shall be unenforceable on account of
34
35 lack of privity of estate or contract or lack of benefit to particular
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land or on account of benefit thereof being assignable. A
disposition agreement shall constitute an interest in land and shall
run with the land and may be enforced by the CHDA and its
successors and assigns by injunction or any remedy at law or in
equity. The CHDA and its successors and assigns may enter upon
the land, at reasonable times, to ensure compliance with a
disposition agreement. The CHDA and its successors and assigns
may release a disposition agreement at any time if the CHDA
determines that such release of the disposition agreement will be
in the interest of furthering the purposes of this chapter.

1
SECTION 12. Section 6 of Chapter 40H is hereby amended by
2 striking out the phrase “CEDAC”, where appearing therein, and
3 inserting in place thereof the phrase “CHDA”.
SECTION 13. Section 7of said Chapter 40H is hereby amended
2 by striking out the phrase “CEDAC” where appearing therein, and
3 inserting in place thereof the phrase “CHDA”.

1

1

2
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4
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1
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SECTION 14. Section 4 of Chapter 708 of the acts of 1966, as
recently amended by section 18, chapter 574 of the acts of
1983, is hereby amended by inserting after subparagraph (w) the
following:
(x) Provide funds to the Community Housing Development
Agency for the purposes of financing the development or
preservation of affordable housing in accordance with the
provisions of chapter 40H of the General Laws.
most

SECTION 15. Until such time as a quorum of the members of
CHDA have been appointed by the Governor, all powers, duties,
functions, rights and obligations of the Community Economic
Development Assistance Corporation existing under
Chapter 40H of the General Laws, hereinafter referred to as
“CEDAC”, as existing immediately prior to the effective date of
this act shall be exercised by the board of directors of CEDAC.
Upon the appointment by the Governor of a quorum of the
members of CHDA all such powers, duties, functions, rights and
obligations are hereby exercised and assumed by CHDA.

10
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11
All contracts and obligations of the CEDAC in effect
12 immediately prior to the effective date of this act shall continue

13 in full force and effect and shall be assumed and imposed upon
14 CHDA.
15
All employees of CEDAC who, immediately prior to the
16 effective date of this act, hold positions in CEDAC are hereby
17 transferred to CHDA, every such transfer to be without

18 impairment of seniority, retirement and the rights of employees
19 and without interruption of service within the meaning of section
20 nine Aof chapter thirty, and without reduction in compensation
and salary grade. Nothing in this section shall be construed to
confer upon any employee any rights not held prior to the effective
date of this act or to prohibit any reduction of salary or grade,
transfer, reassignment, suspension, discharge, layoff, or abolition
of position not prohibited prior to said effective date.
All monies heretofore appropriated for the CEDAC and
remaining unexpended upon the appointment of a quorum of
CHDA, are hereby transferred to the CHDA for the purposes for
29 which said funds were originally appropriated.

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

I

1
SECTION 16. Section 26 of chapter 184 of the General Laws
2 is hereby amended by striking out the first paragraph thereof as

3 amended by section 1 of chapter 351 of the

acts

of 1985 and by

4 inserting in place thereof the following paragraph;

5
All restrictions on the use of land or construction thereon which
6 run with the land subject thereto and are imposed by covenant,
7 agreement, or otherwise, whether or not stated in the form of a
8 condition, in any deed, will or other instrument executed by or
9 on behalf of the owner of the land or in any order of taking shall
10 be subject to this section and sections twenty-seven through thirty,
11 except (a) restrictions in leases, mortgages and other security
12 instruments, (b) restrictions in orders of taking by the
13 commonwealth or a political subdivision of public instrumentality
14 thereof made before January first, nineteen hundred and seventy
15 and (c) conservation, preservation, agricultural preservation, and
16 affordable housing restrictions, as defined in section thirty-one
17 which have benefit of section thirty-two, and other restrictions
18 held by any governmental body, if the instrument imposing such
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conservation, preservation, agricultural preservation, and
affordable housing restrictions, as defined in section thirty-one
which have the benefit of section thirty-two, and other restrictions
held by any governmental body, if the instrument imposing such
conservation, preservation, agricultural preservation, affordable
housing or other restriction is duly recorded and indexed in the
grantor index in the registry of deeds or registered in the registry
district of the land court for the county or district wherein the
land lies so as to affect its title, and describes the land by metes
and bounds or by reference to a recorded or registered plan
showing its boundaries. “Governmental body”, as referred to in
this section and sections thirty-two and thirty-three, means the
United States or the commonwealth, acting through any of its
departments, divisions, commissions, boards or agencies, or any
political subdivision or public instrumentality thereof or any
public authority or any quasi-public entity or any instrumentality
created pursuant to chapter 40F of the General Laws, whether
acting for its own account, or as agent or designee for or assignee
of any private individual or private entity which has been required
to place such restriction in its chain of title as a condition to
receiving financial or other assistance from the United States or
the commonwealth, acting through any of its departments,
divisions, commissions, boards or agencies, or any political
subdivision or public instrumentality thereof or any public
authority or any quasi-public entity or any instrumentality created
pursuant to chapter 40F of the General Laws.

1
SECTION 17. Section 31 of chapter 184 of the General Laws
2 as last amended by chapter 81 of the acts of 1977 and by sec-3 tion 2 of chapter 780 of the acts of 1977 is further amended by
4 adding at the end thereof the following paragraph:
5
An affordable housing restriction means a right, either in
6 perpetuity or for a specified number of years, whether or not stated
7 in the form of a restriction, easement, covenant or condition in
‘8 any deed, mortgage, will, agreement, or other instrument executed
9 by or on behalf of the owner of the land appropriate to (a) limiting

10 the use of all or part of the land to occupancy by persons, or
11 families of low or moderate income in either rental housing or
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other housing or (b) restricting the resale price of all or part of
the property in order to assure its affordability by future low and
moderate income purchasers or (c) in any way limiting or
restricting the use or enjoyment of all or any portion of the land
for the purpose of encouraging or assuring creation or retention
of rental and other housing for occupancy by low and moderate
income persons and families. Without in any way limiting the
scope of the foregoing definition, any restriction, easement,
covenant or condition placed in any deed, mortgage, will,
agreement or other instrument pursuant to the requirements
the Rental Housing Development Action Loan program or the
Housing Innovations Fund program established pursuant to
section 3 of chapter 226 of the acts of 1987 or pursuant to the
requirements of any program established by the Massachusetts
Housing Partnership Fund Board established pursuant to
chapter 405 of the acts of 1985, including without limitation the
Homeownership Opportunity Program, or pursuant to the
requirements of sections 25 through 27 of chapter 238 of the
General Laws, or pursuant to the requirements of any regulations
or guidelines promulgated pursuant to any of the foregoing, shall
be deemed to be an affordable housing restriction within the
meaning of this paragraph.

o^|

SECTION 18. Said chapter 184 is hereby further amended by
striking out section 32 as most recently amended by section 3 of
chapter 780 of the acts of 1977, and inserting in place thereof the
following section:
Section 32. No conservation restriction or agricultural
preservation restriction as defined in section thirty-one, held by
any governmental body or by a charitable corporation or trust
whose purposes include conservation of land or water areas or
of a particular such area, and no preservation restriction, as
defined in section thirty-one, held by any governmental body or
by a charitable corporation or trust whose purposes include
preservation of buildings or sites of historical significance or cv
a particular such building or site, and no affordable housing
restriction as defined in section thirty-one, held by any
governmental body or by a charitable corporation or trust whose

>
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16 purposes include creating or retaining or assisting in the creation
17 or retention of affordable rental or other housing for occupancy
18 by persons or families of low or moderate income shall be
19 unenforceable on account of lack of privity of estate or contract
20 or lack of benefit to particular land or on account of the benefit
21 being assignable or being assigned to any other governmental
22 body or to any charitable corporation or trust with like purposes,
23 or on account of the governmental body or the charitable
24 corporation or trust having received the right to enforce the
25 restriction by assignment, provided (a) in case of a restriction held
26 by a city or town or a commission, authority, or other
27 instrumentality thereof it is approved by the secretary of

28 environmental affairs if a conservation restriction, the
29 commission of food and agriculture if an agricultural preservation
30 restriction, the Massachusetts historical commission if a
31 preservation restriction, or the secretary of the executive office
32 of communities and development if an affordable housing
33 restriction, and (b) in case of a restriction held by a charitable
34 corporation or trust it is approved by the mayor, or in cities having
35 a city manager the city manager, and the city council of the city,
36 or the selectmen or town meeting of the town, in which the land
37 is situated, and the secretary of environmental affairs if a
38 conservation restriction, the commissioner of food and agriculture
39 if an agricultural preservation restriction, the Massachusetts
40 historical commission if a preservation restriction, or the secretary
41 of the executive office of communities and development if an
42 affordable housing restriction.
Such conservation, preservation, agricultural preservation and
43
44 affordable housing restrictions are interests in land and may be
45 acquired by any governmental body or such charitable
46 corporations or trust which have power to acquire interest in the
47 land, in the same manner as it may acquire other interests in land.
48 Such a restriction may be enforced by injunction or other
49 proceeding, and shall entitle representatives of the holder to enter
50 the land in a reasonable manner and at reasonable times to assure
51 compliance. Such a restriction may be released, in whole or in
52 part, by the holder for such consideration, if any, as the holder
53 may determine, in the same manner as the holder may dispose
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54 of land or other interests in land, but only after a public hearing
55 upon reasonable public notice, by the governmental body holding
56 the restriction or if held by a charitable corporation or trust, by
57 the mayor, or in cities having a city manager the city manager,
58 the city council of the city or the selectmen of the town, whose

59 approval shall be required, and in case of a restriction requiring
60 approval by the secretary of environmental affairs, the
61 Massachusetts historical commission, the commissioner of food
62 and agriculture, or the secretary of the executive office of
63 communities and development, only with like approval of the
64 release.
65
No restriction that has been purchased with state funds or which
66 has been granted in consideration of a loan or grant made with
67 state funds shall be released unless it is repurchased by the land
68 owner at its then current fair market value. Funds so received shall
69 revert to the fund sources from which the original purchase, loan,
70 or grant was made, or, lacking such source, shall be made available
71 to acquire similar interests in other land. Agricultural preservation
72 restrictions shall be released by the holder only if the land is no
73 longer deemed suitable for agricultural or horticultural purposes
74 or unless two-thirds of both branches of the general court, by
75 a vote taken by yeas and nays, vote that the restrictions shall be
76 released for the public good.
Approvals of restrictions and releases shall be evidenced by
77
78 certificates of the secretary of environmental affairs or the
79 chairman, clerk or secretary of the Massachusetts historical
80 commission, or the commissioner of food and agriculture, or the
81 secretary of the executive office of communities and development
82 or the city council, or selectmen of the town, as applicable duly
83 recorded or registered.
84
In determining whether the restriction or its continuance is in
85 the public interest, the governmental body acquiring, releasing or
86 approving shall take into consideration the public interest in such
87 conservation, preservation, agricultural preservation or
88 affordable housing and any national, state, regional and local
89 program in furtherance thereof, and also any public state, regional
90 or local comprehensive land use or development plan affecting
91 the land, and any known proposal by a governmental body for
the land

I
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This section shall not be construed to imply that any restriction,
94 easement, covenant or condition which does not have the benefit
95 of this section shall, on account of any provisions hereof, be

93

96 unenforceable. Nothing in this section or section thirty-one and
97 section thirty-three shall diminish the powers granted by any
98 general or special law to acquire by purchase, gift, eminent domain
99 or otherwise to use land for public purposes.
100
Nothing in this section shall prohibit the department of public
101 utilities from authorizing the taking of easements for the purpose
V. of utility services provided that (a) said department shall require
103 the minimum practicable interference with farming operations
104 with respect to width of easement, pole locations and other
105 pertinent matters, (b) the applicant has received all necessary
106 licenses, permits, approvals and other authorizations from the
107 appropriate state agencies, (c) the applicant shall compensate the
108 owner of the property in the same manner and at the same fair
109 market value as if the land were not under restriction.
1
SECTION 19. The first sentence in the first paragraph of section
2 33 of said chapter 184 is hereby amended by striking out said first
3 sentence as amended by section 4 of chapter 780 of the acts of
4 1977 and inserting in place thereof the following sentence:

5
Any city or town may file with the register of deeds for the
6 county or district in which it is situated a map or set of maps of
7 the city or town, to be known as the public restriction tract index,
8 on which may be indexed conservation, preservation, agricultural
9 preservation, and affordable housing restrictions and restrictions
10 held by any governmental body.
1
SECTION 20. The second paragraph of said section 33 of said
2 chapter 184 is hereby amended by striking out said second
3 paragraph and inserting in place thereof the following paragraph:
4

Whenever any instrument of acquisition of a restriction or order
or
5
other appropriate evidence entitled to be indexed in a public
6 restriction tract index is at the option of the holder of the right
7 to enforce it submitted for such indexing, the register shall make,
8 or require the holder of the right to enforce the restriction or order
9 or interest to make, appropriate additions to the tract index.

16
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SECTION 21. The second sentence in the third paragraph of
said section 33 of said chapter 184 is hereby amended by striking
out said second sentence as amended by section 5 of chapter 780
of the acts of 1977 and inserting in place thereof the following
sentence:

6

11 historical commission or the commissioner of food ana

*

If any governmental body, other than a city or town in which
7 the land affected lies, holds a right to enforce a restriction or order
8 or an interest entitled to be indexed in a public restriction tract
9 index for any city or town which has not filed such an index, or
10 if the secretary of environmental affairs or the Massachusetts *
Y

12 agriculture or the secretary of the executive office of communities

13 and development approves a conservation or preservation
14 restriction or agricultural preservation restriction or affordable
15 housing restriction held by a charitable corporation or trust so

16 entitled, and the city or town does not within one year after written
17 request to the mayor or selectmen file a sufficient map or set of
18 maps for the purpose, the holding governmental body or
19 approving secretary or commission may do so.
SECTION 22. Subparagraph (iii) of section 4 chapter 527 of
1
2 the acts of 1983 is hereby amended by inserting at the end thereof
3 the following:
“provided, that in the case of a unit where a local housing
4
5 authority created pursuant to chapter one hundred and twenty-6 one of the General Laws, or a city or town has a right of first
7 refusal to purchase the unit for the purpose of providing
8 affordable housing said right of first refusal shall supercede the
9 right of first refusal of said tenant.”
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